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Name:
Educate brands on what they can do at the factory level to help end child labour

Description:
SupplyESChange educates companies on how to do responsible sourcing at the factory level, particularly in Asia. We will use our podcast to develop a series in collaboration with organisations working with companies to end child labour in factories. In the podcast series, we will discuss the details and nuances of the steps needed and the stories of children that have been left behind.

The beneficiaries will include the non-profit and social enterprises working on these issues, and whose work will be promoted, and the children and families who will gain support for livelihood improvements.

Implementation plan:
We will apply our experience in investigating and remediating child labour to interview social enterprises working on the issue in China and Asia, and to promote the solutions and the podcast to the Business Corporate Responsibility followers.

Impact:
Business leaders who have the mandate to assess child labour risks will be better informed on how to assess and how to positively support sustainable remediation.

Website, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn